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Abstract. The specialist field of rare diseases must connect its vast
array of globally distributed disease and patient registries to maximise
their value. Unfortunately, many registries are “boutique”, with few or
no staff with formal informatics training. At a series of Bring Your Own
Data workshops, we helped registry owners transform their data into
formally structured triple stores following the Linked Data principles
and demonstrated the potential of data linkage. We documented several
useful approaches that we believe could be followed independently by
other registry owners worldwide, including: that the transformation to
Linked Data could be considered as passing through layers of increasing
semantic complexity; that only a subset of ontologies are relevant at each
layer; and that certain data transformation processes could be modelled
as an “archetype”, and presented to registry staff to fill-in with their
data. We propose that formally capturing these ontological layers and
archetypes, and registering them as a reference and teaching resource
will facilitate the wider community of non-expert data owners self-direct
their own data transformations.
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Introduction

Making data linkable at the source has become a key ambition for the development of robust infrastructure that supports data integration in the rare disease
community. There are over 6000 rare diseases, each with multiple data resources
across the globe, ranging from biobanks, patient or disease registries, and omics
data sources. We must accept the challenge of implementing solutions that can
scale-up to be adopted by thousands of resources, with the knowledge that maintaining a centralised warehouse at this scale, and with this kind of sensitive data,
is neither feasible nor ethically or legally acceptable.
Perhaps more than in other domains, progress in the rare disease field depends on combining data, given that the disease-specific data is so sparse. It
is, however, well established that biomedical data integration is an extremely
error-prone process that requires a deep understanding of both biology and
data/knowledge management to reconcile data from different sources. To improve the data ecosystem for this important target community, we are working
on a standard set of procedures and lightweight technologies that will make rare
disease data Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable for both humans
and computers (FAIR) at the source.
In this position paper we discuss requirements and subsequent design decisions that we have chosen to pursue during a still ongoing plan to make rare
disease biobanks and registries linkable at the source. The plan also includes
a study of the steps to make data FAIR at the molecular level (e.g. genetic
variants, metabolites, molecular pathways) in order to link to information in
registries and biobanks. The plan is guided by experiences gained from a number of Bring Your Own Data workshops (BYODs) in the rare disease domain
[14, 13]. While not all components described here have been built or tested, we
take the position that our early successes in the early stages of this approach
suggest that the future extensions - currently in development and based on the
same layered design - will exhibit similar successes.

2

Backbone: Linkable Data and Ontologies

Choosing Linked Data principles and Ontologies to make rare disease data linkable at the source was our first design decision, as RDF was designed with the
objective of creating qualified networks of data, upon which increasingly complex domain models can be overlaid to assist with interpretation of that data.
For instance, the Human Phenotype Ontology and the Orphanet Rare Disease
Ontology are obvious choices to denote human phenotypes and diseases in rare
disease resources within this Linked Data. We therefore considered this the best
way to facilitate integrative biological and translational research across rare disease resources. Other tools in this general domain that use ontologies include the
exomizer, matchmaker exchange tools, and Monarch, providing examples of the
power of using phenotype annotations and cross-species phenotype mappings
[6]. RDF is capable of representing disease specimen identifiers, patient/disease
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personal and clinical information, and molecular data, thus the choice of this
singular technological framework helps reduce the overall cost of downstream
data integration for rare disease resources. As such, we received wide support
for putting this first design decision into practice from many sources, such as
RD-Connect, Elixir, BBMRI, ODEX4All, FAIRDict, academic hospitals, and an
increasing number of patient organisations.
2.1

Composite semantic models as reference for preparing data for
integration

Our position is that, by making an explicit set of increasingly rich semantic
layers (diagrammed as a set of ”Modules” in Figure 1), where each Module may
be taught and undertaken in-isolation from the others, focuses trainees on the
specific subset of tasks and ontologies required to achieve success in that layer.
We will now elaborate on that position.
Linked Data with strong ontological underpinnings, and a clear model for
achieving proper access control, was our first ambition for preparing the relatively small, but numerous and disparate, rare disease data sets for wide-scale
data integration. However, an immediate and major bottleneck was the sparsity
of expertise in the community to make informed decisions about which ontological concepts to use for their data annotations. Searching for a concept, e.g. in
NCBOs bioportal or EBIs ontology lookup service, typically returns too many
hits for a non-ontologists to choose from. Specific ontologies may be advised by
experts, but the breadth of data types across data sets is large. For example,
working with rare disease patient registry managers, we easily listed at least 10
ontologies relevant for even a small a subset of their registry's data, and not
all of these are included in the BioPortal or EBI search services. Providing our
target community with too many choices will be confusing. At the same time,
investigating individual ontologies for each rare disease resource that we prepare
for analysis across data sets is time consuming and inefficient.
Ideally, therefore, we should attempt to record and reuse previous ontologyassessments every time we go through the process of making a rare disease
resource linkable, such that we consistently advise only one or at most a small
number of ontologies for any given class or type of data/observation. The key
objective of Module 1, therefore, was to create a searchable subset of domainrelevant ontological resources or ontology-slices, rather than asking our community to do an open ontology search for every term. This provides a way for
non-experts to start to become good Linked Data publishers and reduces confusion and frustration for our rare disease registry community. Moreover, because
the constraints are only on what we present to the data publisher, the power
of the full ontology remains available to machines that consume or query that
data. To date, we have successfully used these approaches to assist a number of
rare disease data registries - many of them with little or no formal training in
data or knowledge management, to create Linked Data from their data that is
of sufficiently high quality that it can be used as a source for federated SPARQL
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queries. We now wish to scale-up these efforts, such that registry owners require
ever-fewer formal contacts with Linked Data or ontological experts.
The next layer in our stack, Module 2, guided again by our experience working with this community, derives from our observation that many of the core
data models from patient registries and biobanks have near-identical structures,
particularly for similar ’types’ of data (for example, clinical observations are
similar in structure to each other, but distinct from coded phenotypic observations). We have therefore started to compose semantic reference models for
rare disease data integration (closely related to Archetypes in health information systems, e.g. see [5]) that our community can simply copy and populate
with their specific data. These, too, will be published in a searchable registry
of such models, and will be ’tagged’ with keywords related to the kinds of data
they are capable of representing. Note that these models are data structures, not
novel semantic models of diseases or phenotypes - we do not intend these models
to be new conceptualisations of a domain - in the sense that, for instance, the
Human Phenotype Ontology is a distinct conceptualisation in the phenotypic
domain; rather, these are meant as artefacts to further our data integration
goals, which, together with the constrained ontological choices, suggest/limit
both structure and semantics, reducing freedom-of-choice, but enhancing interoperability through capturing what we believe are the best-practises defined by
data publishing experts. Archetypes are initially being designed through a collaboration between rare disease domain experts and Linked Data experts until
a mutually-acceptable model is created. This model will then be published as
a reference for individual data owners to build Linked Data within their domain/scope. Through our ongoing pursuit this approach, we intend to gradually
build-up a clearly-defined set of starting points for all of the various data-types in
the rare disease domain, allowing us to rapidly scale-up to absorb new resources
into our integrated community through their own individual efforts.
This stack is currently being extended further (Module 3), where we are
planning to create resources of archetypes with greater semantic complexity
that may be used to combine individual local observations, as was done in [15],
or link local observations with remote observations. As we create these reference
models, we propose to distinguish between the three distinct outcomes that
the models should support. These are, in order of complexity: the need to (i)
harmonize and simplify annotation of source data, (ii) query across resources and
enable statistical analysis of knowledge graphs, and (iii) enable logical reasoning
to facilitate discovery by revealing“unknown unknowns”. We propose to follow
the modelling suggestions of the SemanticScience Integrated Ontology [4] that
semantic models defined using OWL axioms allow a modular, layered approach,
resulting in a composite model that can address each of these needs. Thus each
of our proposed modules is an independent OWL file that can be utilised in
isolation, depending on the expertise of the publisher.
Each module in the stack serves a specific, and increasingly more complex
integrative purpose; the full spectrum of requirements - up to and including semantic reasoning - will only be achieved when all of the modules have been used
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to annotate/represent the data. For instance, Module 1 (green, in Figure 1) for
core identifier annotation primarily recommends ontological classes that allow
explicit typing of the identifiers commonly seen in rare disease databases, but
excludes any deeper properties such as those that would facilitate faceted data
integration or querying based on properties or their values. In our current model
we use the EMBRACE Data and Methods model (EDAM [7]) as the source of
identifier-type semantics, and we encourage the use of the identifiers.org URI
schemes to harmonise the identifier structures, where appropriate. The application of Module 1, therefore, facilitates simple queries to identify repositories
that contain data of a particular nature, but are insufficient for the more complex integrative behaviours. Such richer behaviours are enabled by applying the
archetypes and ontologies recommended by Modules 2 and 3. What is important to note is that the layers separate and stratify the tasks of semantic data
migration. Module 1 starts with the most core question “what data do I have”,
which is in-itself an important piece of semantic information. The layers make
it clear that this basic task can and should be clearly separated from the other,
more complex tasks required to support full integrative queries.
We argue that the task undertaken in Module 1 is sufficiently comprehensible
and self-evident that it provides non-ontologists an relatively easy way to pursue
semantic transformations unaided by a data linking expert. We take the position
that the “shallow” semantic transformation undertaken by Module 1 not only
provide useful integrative behaviours, but do not in any way compromise the
later addition of greater semantic expressivity, guided by Modules 2 and 3. We
further hold the position that both Module 1 and Module 2, when presented to
the community as a limited set of choices, provide a level of expectation wellwithin the capabilities of our target, non-expert data publising community. While
the complexity of ontologies is a bottleneck for many who approach semantic
transformations on their own, we propose that this layered approach lowers
the bar for participation, and will stimulate more registries to undertake these
preliminary transformations “at-source”, on their own initiative.
As mentioned, Modules 2 and 3 are still under-development. We believe
that these Modules will contain recommendations that can be reused to stimulate interoperability between resources. They provide predicates that define
the relations between individuals and their observed or measured clinical features/phenotypes, and archetypes for how to assemble these observations without loss of data. For example, using the Semanticscience Integrated Ontology
model (SIO; [4]) for recording measurements ensures that all clinical observations must include a value, a measurement unit, and an ontological type (for
example, systolic blood pressure). Tables and relational database models rarely
explicitly express such semantics, and thus by providing these simple, but rigorous archetypes, we provide a clear path forward for those who wish to further
transform their data. Moreover, by agreeing on archetypes, we are able to create registry software that uses these as data-capture templates, ensuring that
newly generated data fills these richer models without requiring extensive training of the registry owners. Indeed, we are working with patient registry software
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Fig. 1. Stacked modules (owl files) of the semantic reference model for increasingly
complex cases. ’Values’ represent data in multiple resources ; module 1 (green): simple classes for database identifiers; module 2 (light-red): immediately relevant classes
and properties to denote the meaning of identifiers and their interlinks ; module 3
(red): axioms from the reused ontologies needed for reasoning; top module (light-blue):
foundational ontologies that the reused ontologies refer to.

providers to incorporate support for this directly in their tools. For existing data,
we can apply tools such as OpenRefine with the RDF plugin to add URIs for
data values (e.g. HPO URIs for phenotypes) and data types, their interrelations,
and their links to the reference model.
2.2

A prototype semantic reference model for enabling questions
across rare disease resources

We have created a first version of a semantic reference model in the rare disease
domain. Its main purpose is to enable questions across rare disease biobanks
and registries. This is reflected by separate modules that comprise our reference model (figure 1), an example is given in figure 2. Each module is available
as a separate owl file (8 ). The model refers to EDAM [7] for identifiers, OBIB
(Ontology for Biobanking [3]) for biological specimen, ORE (the Object Reuse
and Exchange model [9]) for aggregating research materials (a decision inspired
by the research object model [1, 2]), and assumed the use of HPO (the Human
Phenotype Ontology [12]) for phenotype identifiers and ORDO (Orphanet Rare
Disease Ontology [17, 8]) for rare disease identifiers. At this time, we make no
further assumptions as to which ontologies to recommend in the rare disease domain, but this is anticipated with support from RD-Connect. We included some
initial mappings to for instance SNOMEDCT [16]. With our collaborators, we
have also started work on mappings to MIABIS (Minimum Information About
8
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Fig. 2. Example data and pseudo-rdf from different modules (bold). The broken green
lines indicate the crossing between modules. The blue dotted line indicates the semantic
link between data elements. Prefixes indicate the reuse of entities from standard ontologies, for which the axioms can be found in rdc-meta-extended and upper ontologies
(not shown). No prefix indicates that a URI was minted within the rdc namespace.

BIobank data Sharing [11]). In a next revision, we also aim to address the issue
of implicit reinterpretation of rare disease data by changes in the ontologies that
we use in the reference model. Assuming that ontology versioning is still imperfect, this may require an additional layer in our stacked approach. The current
model is stored in github, and we have created an entry in BioSharing9 . We have
not (yet) decided on uploading the model to NCBOs BioPortal.

3
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models

Composite semantic reference models provide a useful service for data integration. In our experience however, these models could be better supported. Considering the FAIR paradigm, they are currently hard to make findable, accessible
and reusable. Model registries and lookup services could make them more findable as data integration artefacts, and advocate them as standard schemas for
data annotation in specific domains (in our case the rare disease domain). We
envision searching for models for data integration by linked data graphs, such as
a search for models that prepare data for linking genes to diseases (‘Which model
can make genes in my data set linkable to diseases in other people’s data?’ ). We
have uploaded our alpha version to BioSharing9 , which may be the appropriate platform. It aims to be a central point to find standards, and it will help
reuse because we can add example annotated data. We envision that disease and
sample registry software will use semantic archetype registries to optimize data
entry towards generating interoperable data. However, at this time it has no
special features for searching semantic models that prepare a resource for data
integration. Tools such as EBIs Zooma and Ontology Lookup Service help users
find a wealth of possibilities with great precision, but do not yet allow filtering
9
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on semantic archetypes to limit the search results. For example Zooma returns
a list of concepts for the search terms and shows which other sources use that
particular ontological term, but not the archetype of the source itself.

4

Discussion

The concept of building composite models from existing ontologies for specific
applications is not new, and they often help data integration. For example, EBIs
Experimental Factor Ontology was developed as an application ontology for
linking EBI [10] resources, and the Just Enough Results Model [18] may be considered a reference model for linking systems biology data within the FAIRdom
initiative10 . The need to simplify the ontological landscape for applied ontologists also seems a strong motivation for developing SIO [4]. Our suggestion is
to mitigate this need by reusing the work of ontologists through published data
integration models that apply state of the art axiomatized ontologies.
We take the position that it is useful to create a registry that supports
finding, accessing and reusing domain-relevant subsets of ontological classes and
Linked Data models. When designing this approach, we took the position that
the task can be cast into three independent Modules that address distinct levels
of semantic complexity; we hope that semantic model tool builders will now
investigate how well their tools support this. Finally, we take the position that,
when cast in this way, the tasks represented by Modules 1 and 2 become tractable
to non-experts in data publishing, due to the enhanced clarity and simplified,
task-specific, search results.

5

Conclusion

We are creating a reusable semantic reference model to speed up the process of
making rare disease data resources FAIR and linkable at the source. This pertains to the many patient/disease registries, biospecimen collections (biobanks),
and omics data resources that we need to be able to query across in order to
speed up rare disease research in healthcare and life science. We have observed in
previous BYODs that finding recommendable concepts in existing ontologies is
the main bottleneck for rare disease stakeholders, and a redundant time investment for Linked Data experts. We take the position that we can mitigate this by
improving support specifically for semantic models that are made to facilitate
data integration downstream of semantic data encoding and annotation. These
semantic models should be easy to find, access, and reuse. For interoperability
use cases beyond findability, we advocate a modular approach, providing appropriate modules for data annotation, enabling simple manual queries, and big
data analytics and reasoning. We propose that BioSharing could be a target for
extending support for semantic data integration models, for instance by allowing
searches for linked data patterns.
10
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